
The Collector Hint File 
*one puzzle per page 

   



Gaining Access to the Junkyard 
 

1. Read the numbered letter from The Collector.   
2. The note mentions a nightclub.  
3. Examine the nightclub wristband and focus on the ‘over 21’ part. 
4. Find the sheet that looks like cardboard that has numbers and letters on it.   
5. Pick out all the ones that are over 21 and use the resulting password to gain 

access to the junkyard. 
6. Take note of what’s in the reveal.  You will need it later.  

   



Gaining Access to the Train 
 

1. Look at the numbered letter from The Collector and focus on number 2.   
2. “If ever there was a place to Hideaway…” 
3. Find the note from The Hideaway Motel 
4. Do the math to determine the correct number of inches. 
5. Notice the four symbols on the side of the note. 
6. Use the Letter from Lorrie (grey sheet with words and symbols over certain 

characters) to determine what each symbol translates into.   
7. Examine the Fallout brochure.  Each of the symbols you translated corresponds 

to a line and represents the starting point for that line.  Four symbols correspond 
to four lines.   

8. Using the ruler, start at the letter and move over the correct number of inches 
(obtained from the math you did in step 4).   

9. Unlock the train and take note of what you find.  It will be used later.   
 



Gaining Access to the Truck 
 

1. Examine part number three from The Collector’s notes. 
2. There are a series of numbers listed below. 
3. Find the dirty paper with circles and numbers. 
4. Use the numbers The Collector provides and connect the dots to form 

letters. 
5. Use the word you obtain to unlock the truck. 
6. Take note of what you find.  You will need this later.  

   



Collector’s Note: 
 

1. You have a strange sheet of characters that The Collector left behind in the box 
in the mini storage.  

2. Use the Letter From Lorrie (grey sheet with strange symbols over some of the 
characters) to decode the alphabet. 

3. Use what you’ve found to decipher the message. 
   



Public Library: 
 

1. When decoding The Collector’s message, you are given the word that you need. 
2. Use it to access the library.  

   



Gaining Access to the Foreclosed 
Home 

 
1. Use what you find out at the public library.   
2. Focus on the part that says “Spell that with which you speak.” 
3. Take note of the title of the book where you found that clue and locate the Greek 

circle puzzle that features The Scarlet Letter. 
4. Compare it to the second Greek circle puzzle (this one has more blood on it).   
5. “Spell that with which you speak” on the circle with the Scarlet A.  Match those 

letters up to the ones in the same position on the second circle and obtain the 
password that will unlock the foreclosed home.  

6. Take note of what you find here.  It will be used later.  
   



Miami Postcard 
 

1. The objective of this puzzle is to determine the pattern of the symbols.   
2. To find this, decode each symbol and find the corresponding letter.  
3. Determine how many spaces are between each letter in the sequence and use that 

information to figure out what the missing letter is.   
4. Convert the letters back into symbols.   

   



Storage Unit 15 
 

1. Notice that on the Will Street FB Page there is a list detailing who rented each 
storage unit.  Storage Unit 15 is rented by Mia Adirolf. When you look at this you 
can see that Adirolf is Florida spelled backwards and Mia is short for Miami. 
This connects the Miami postcard with storage unit #15. 

2. As you unlock different locations you find some of The Collector’s alphabet 
symbols in addition to extra symbols with plus and minus. These extra symbols 
connect with the potential victim cards to show you which victim that you just 
located. The alphabet symbols match up with the symbols that you solved for on 
the Miami postcard.   

3. If you also notice that each victim’s card has a number on it – it might be an id 
number or a street address. Now, you need to put the victims in the correct order 
according to the symbol found at their location and according to the order given 
to you on the Miami postcard. Once you have the correct order, solve the 
equation using the numbers from the victim cards and you will have code to 
access storage unit #15. 
   



Final Solution 
 

1. When you unlock Storage Unit 15 there are more of The Collector alphabet symbols that 
have been left.  You will also notice a flame that matches the flame on the cat birthday 
card. 

2. Decode the symbols at the bottom. 
3. Notice which letters are marked out on the cat birthday card and mark those letters out 

from the symbols that you just decoded and see what you are left with. 


